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The transfer of technology is often cited as an important component of 
economic development and Cipolla has pointed out that through the ages 
migrants have been the principal agents for the transfer of technology.2 
But migrants were, and are, responsible not just for the transfer of 
technology but for the transfer of commercial know-how, financial capital, 
entrepreneurial spirit and a great deal more besides. The role of foreign 
craftsmen, sailors, merchants, financiers and professionals in the rise 
of classical examples of economic development, such as the Northern 
Netherlands and later of England, has been amply demonstrated. 
Early Modern Spain was reliant for much of its entrepreneurial 
and technical skills on foreigners who staffed its standing army and 
much of its navy, and manned the munitions, shipbuilding, luxury goods 
and other large enterprises promoted by the state. They were also 
largely responsible for its financial and commercial networks. In the 
eighteenth century and earlier, Genoese, Dutch, French, English and 
other foreign merchants dominated Spain's external trade. But much 
of domestic commerce was also in the hands of foreigners, particularly 
in the prosperous Kingdoms of Valencia and Murcia, and Andalusia. 3 
This was especially the case for retailing which in the eighteenth century 
underwent a veritable explosion. In Malaga and Valencia, two of the 
most prosperous cities on Spain's Mediterranean littoral, the number of 
textile retail outlets underwent a three-fold increase in the space of a few 
decades.4 
As I have shown elsewhere eighteenth-century Maltese traders made 
a contribution totally out of proportion to their numbers to the development 
of Spain's domestic market, but like most of the foreign merchants in Spain 
most eventually retired to their country.5 But there were exceptions. 
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Typically starting from very modest levels some eighteenth-century 
Maltese merchants in fact laid the foundations for veritable fortunes in 
the nineteenth century. Far from the overwhelming influence of the trade 
with the Americas present in Southern Andalusia some of the sons 
and grandsons of lowly Maltese pedlars and shop-keepers became 
prominent actors in the economic life of nineteenth-century Murcia and 
Valencia. 
In the former kingdom we encounter the Cachia, Seiquer, Sicluna, 
Cadorna and Camilleri in the city of Murcia,6 the Butigieg in Cartagena7 
and the Borja and Casha in Lorca.8 
In the Kingdom of Valencia, on the other hand, we find the Cutajar 
in Alicante9 and the Attard, Mifsud, Piscopo, Busuttil, Formosa and 
Caruana in Valencia. 1o 
By far the most prominent of these fifteen or so families were the 
Caruanas of Valencia and it is their saga which we shall be looking at 
here. 
The Caruanas 
The founder of the dynasty, Antonio Caruana y Brignone, was 
born in 1753,11 in Senglea, a harbour town in Malta and long a breeding 
ground of sailors and merchants. His mother's family, the Brignone, had 
been associated with the Spanish trade for several generations. 12 
A maternal great-grandfather, Pablo Escarfoni, had in fact been a 
brigantine captain to Spain, while his maternal grandfather, Pedro, also a 
merchant, had died in Valencia. Two uncles, Joseph and Juan Brignone, 
were both members of the Cloth Retailers Guild in Valencia and it was to 
the former, that is Joseph, thatAntonio was apprenticed in 1768 together 
with an elder brother, Pedro Pablo, who had been operating in Spain 
since 1751, even before Antonio's birth. 
Though Pedro Pablo and his brother Antonio were both 
apprenticed in the Gremio de Mercaderes de Vara, or Cloth Retailers 
Guild, of Valencia on the same day, their career paths subsequently 
diverged. Pedro Pablo, the elder brother, continued in the cloth 
retailing line and appears as a fully-fledged member in 179313 and 
1805.14 In the latter year he contributed four times as much as his 
brother Antonio to the Compulsory War Contribution levied in Valencia. 
In 1805, he decided to retire to Malta and after winding up his company 
took up an 80% stake in a new company run by his son Juan Maria and 
a relative, Luis Ciappino. 15 This company eventually went bankrupt as 
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a consequence of the general debacle of the Napoleonic invasion of 
Spain. 
Coming back to Antonio, Pedro Pablo's younger brother and the 
"hero" of our story, we find that he moved away from cloth retailing very 
early on, because after his acceptance as an apprentice to his uncle he 
never appears as a fully-fledged member of the guild. In fact he seems 
to have opted for an altogether different career path because in 1778, 
ten years after he was apprenticed to his uncle, he leased a house 
in Calle de la Bolseria; in the parish of San Juan del Mercado, for 75 
Valencian libras per annum for four years and described himself as a 
"fabricante de medias de telar".16 
But it must have taken a while for him to get established in 
manufacturing because his 1 ,360 reales contribution to the 1799/1800 
war levy was only around a fourth of what his elder brother Pedro Pablo 
paid for his two textile shops.17 
Prospects must, nevertheless, have started looking brighter 
quite soon after, because on the 4 September 1803 he was appointed 
"Inspector del Colegio de Fabricantes de Medias de Sed a de 
Valencia."18 
In 1806 we have information that he was exporting his products to 
Malta and an 1807 report mentions that he was employing many people. 
He had made considerable advances in the quality of his products after 
securing foreign technical assistance and investing more than 15,000 
reales. 19 
The report further pointed out that Don Antonio's products were 
equal to and even superior to foreign, imported ones while other 
factories were having to cheat their customers to survive. In recognition 
of his achievement Don Antonio was allowed to place the royal coat-of-
arms over his casa fabrica and it was recommended that he be given 
halfthe salary of a vocal ofthe Junta Particular de Comercio de Valencia 
and a special prize. 
In 1818, one year before his death, Don Antonio Caruana is 
described as "un noble maltes" living at Ca lie Cabezas No. 8, in the 
parish of Santos Juanes.20 The social aspirations of the family were 
already becoming evident even though it was to be several generations 
before they would become a reality. 
Don Antonio's sons - Peregri, Antonio and Josep - continued 
building on their father's success. In the period 1855 - 1867 they were 
amongst the principal beneficiaries of disentailment, acquiring sixteen 
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agricultural properties and five urban ones for a total sum of 1 ,341 ,650 
reales, a Auge amount. They in fact bought the largest number of 
urban properties, although in terms of value they spent marginally less 
than Vicent Chapa, the most important buyer of urban property from 
disentailment in the city of Valencia. 21 
The eldest of the three brothers, Peregri, who had been involved in 
his father's manufacturing concern, became a particularly active figure 
in the economy of nineteenth-century Valencia. Apart from property 
speculation he was also the driving force behind the project to establish 
Valencia's first issuing bank and was heavily involved ·in railway and 
potable water development.22 He also found time to become a militia 
captain and prominent in local politics. 
Thus were the economic foundations laid for the social ascent 
which would culminate in the acquisition by Don Antonio's great great 
grandson, Jose Caruana y Reig, of the Barony of San Petrillo, by 
marriage to Vincenta Gomez y Salvador, tenth Baroness of San Petrillo. 
Don Antonio's dream had finally come true. 23 
The Caruana, Formosa, Busuttil, Piscopo, Mifsud, Attard, Cutajar, 
Casha, Borja, Butigieg, Camilleri, Cadorna, Sicluna, Seiquer and 
Cachia families are clear vindication of Eva Morowska's claim that first 
generation migrants often accumulate economic and human capital 
which, once released by the relaxation of the attitudes of the host 
society, is used by following generations to move into the mainstream 
society in a spectacular display of accomplishment.24 
In the case of these families of Maltese origin the display of 
accomplishment was so spectacular that the sons and grandsons 
of men who had been described as living in huts rather than houses 
and whose dress and diet had been labelled as miserable were within 
decades prominent members of the elites of Spanish cities like Valencia, 
Murcia, Alicante, Lorca and Cartagena. But what was happening back in 
Malta in the meantime? 
Nineteenth-Century Malta 
In contrast to the picture drawn by Boisgelin and others of a 
dynamic business class in eighteenth-century Malta25 and the situation 
we have just described for nineteenth-century Maltese entrepreneurs 
abroad, British officials and visitors in early nineteenth- century Malta 
frequently accused local businessmen of lacking enterprise.26 Other 
Englishmen in fact countered that the depression in the island's 
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commerce had much more to do with the colonial government's own 
policies concerning duties, quarantine charges and regulations, etc.27 
The fact of the matter is that the entrepreneurial spirit is not a 
phenomenon that can easily be conjured up by government decree. It 
is like a delicate flower which will only bloom given the right conditions. 
Entrepreneurs tend to be relatively footloose. They are willing to pursue 
profit opportunities wherever they may lead. This was true in the past and 
has become more so today: politicians and administrators disregard this 
basic fact only at their own peril. 
Some lessons for the present 
The Caruanas of Valencia, who originated within the merchant 
milieu of Senglea, established themselves as retailers in Spain 
and subsequently responded to new opportunities and moved into 
manufacturing, property, utilities and banking. They and dozens 
of other Maltese established in nineteenth-century Spain, are fine 
examples of our tiny nation's entrepreneurial spirit and offer us a 
picture which contrasts sharply with the image projected by those 
who, like the British before them, have more recently criticized our 
entrepreneurs for failing to fit into some pre-conceived notion of what 
entrepreneurs should be. 
Lino Spiteri, for example, has spoken of the Maltese entrepreneur 
as being "an almost unknown breed".28 John Chircop, on the other 
hand, castigated the Maltese middle classes of the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries for failing to become "a national bourgeoisie with 
industrial objectives as had been the case in north western Europe"29 
while Mario Vella has referred to "a proverbial lack of entrepreneurship"3o 
and an inability to promote what he refers to as "genuine development", 31 
although the latter term is never quite defined. Although criticism has 
been most vociferous from those "on the left" similar comments have 
also come from centre-right critics as well. 
It has become common to equate industrialization with economic 
growth, and developing countries and their leaders have generally 
assumed that they will have to industrialize. Regrettably, those who 
slavishly adopt a crude development-by-stag~s model often risk losing 
sight of the special characteristics of individual cases which do not 
easily fit into their models, but as Kemp has pointed out, "It is doubtful 
whether the experience of the early industrializing countries is of much 
relevance to today's developing countries. "32 
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Eighteenth-century England modernized by using accumulated 
commercial wealth while Germany had to recur to banks to finance its 
modernization. 33 Russia, on the other hand, initiated its industrialization 
process at the end of the nineteenth century with the help of state fiscal 
resources. The roads to modernization are clearly many but much 
depends on the size of the economy. 
In Europe, large countries such as France, Germany or Italy have 
been able to afford industrial policies which had clearly non-economic 
goals, such as national security or glory, or economic objectives but with 
ineffective but expensive policy instruments. 
Small countries could not afford the indulgence of the industrial 
policies of the large, though this was not always recognized. Greece, 
Portugal, Spain and Ireland all crippled themselves at some time or 
other by adopting policies that ignored the fact that they had to be 
internationally competitive in order to survive and instead attempted 
import-substituting industrialization using tariffs, licensing and 
subsidies. 
In Malta, both major political parties, perhaps inevitably, succumbed 
to the same temptation of promoting and protecting enterprises which 
had no chance of surviving and have frittered away precious resources 
and time which could have been better used de-industrializing. 
Because post-independence governments were weak and 
inexperienced and excessively pre-occupied with mimicking former 
colonial masters, they also put the cart before the horse and constructed 
a comprehensive and modern social welfare system, which although 
laudable in itself paid little heed to what our antiquated micro-economy 
could afford. 
The fact of the matter is that once in power even those who 
espoused 'genuine development', whatever that may be, and 
criticized our entrepreneurs for failing to metamorphose into the 
desired bourgeoisie, merely continued where their predecessors-in-
office had left off. Le. nurturing a foreign-owned manufacturing base 
which centered essentially on attractive fiscal conditions and a docile, 
malleable and inexpensive (albeit increasingly less so) workforce. The 
key question is, of course, is there any other way? Autarchy perhaps? I 
doubt it. With the passage of time, the scope for "independent" national 
economic policies has become more and more circumscribed, even for 
large countries. In the case of our own micrd-economy, options have 
always been limited anyway. 
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